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Abstract—Sign language spotting is the task of detecting and recognizing signs in a signed utterance, in a set vocabulary. The
difficulty of sign language spotting is that instances of signs vary in both motion and appearance. Moreover, signs appear within a
continuous gesture stream, interspersed with transitional movements between signs in a vocabulary and nonsign patterns (which
include out-of-vocabulary signs, epentheses, and other movements that do not correspond to signs). In this paper, a novel method for
designing threshold models in a conditional random field (CRF) model is proposed which performs an adaptive threshold for
distinguishing between signs in a vocabulary and nonsign patterns. A short-sign detector, a hand appearance-based sign verification
method, and a subsign reasoning method are included to further improve sign language spotting accuracy. Experiments demonstrate
that our system can spot signs from continuous data with an 87.0 percent spotting rate and can recognize signs from isolated data with
a 93.5 percent recognition rate versus 73.5 percent and 85.4 percent, respectively, for CRFs without a threshold model, short-sign
detection, subsign reasoning, and hand appearance-based sign verification. Our system can also achieve a 15.0 percent sign error
rate (SER) from continuous data and a 6.4 percent SER from isolated data versus 76.2 percent and 14.5 percent, respectively, for
conventional CRFs.
Index Terms—Sign language recognition, sign language spotting, conditional random field, threshold model.
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INTRODUCTION

language recognition systems should be easy and
natural to use. These systems should enable the user to
gesture naturally in native sign language, without encumbrances of special clothing or tracking devices. In groundbreaking work in sign language recognition, many systems
required the user to don special devices [14], [35]. Hand shape
and motion are extracted easily and accurately using these
devices. However, devices are expensive and, crucially, they
reduce the naturalness of sign language communication.
One of the key tasks in sign language spotting is the task
of detecting the start and end points of signs from
continuous data and recognizing detected signs in a
predefined vocabulary (see Fig. 1). In this paper, signs are
movements in a predefined vocabulary and nonsign
patterns are all other movements that are not included in
the vocabulary (signs outside the set of vocabulary, and also
other movements, like transitional movements and epentheses, that do not correspond to signs).
In this paper, we focus on machine vision methods for
sign language spotting, i.e., detecting and recognizing signs
in a known vocabulary, in videos of sentences and stories
IGN
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produced by native signers. The difficulty of sign language
spotting is that instances of signs vary in both motion and
appearance.
For dealing with motion, previous vision-based methods
have demonstrated some successes using hidden Markov
models (HMMs) [14], [32], [35] and conditional random
fields (CRFs) [42], and so on [12], [13]. For spotting signs
from continuous data, one HMM is constructed per label
(sign) as shown in Fig. 2a. In contrast, one CRF model is
constructed for all labels (signs) as shown in Fig. 2b. These
previous approaches frequently employed a fixed threshold
method for spotting or recognizing signs [14]. However, it is
difficult to select a fixed threshold that is effective for all
signs. As shown in Fig. 3a, if the threshold Ta is selected,
then the sign “AND” is not spotted. In contrast, if the
threshold Tb is selected, then the sign “AND” is correctly
spotted. To solve this problem, work in speech recognition
used a filler model or a garbage model, such as models
based on HMMs [22], [30], [37]. However, it is difficult to
obtain a representative set of nonsign patterns for training
the filler model because a wide range of such patterns is
possible. Lee and Kim proposed an HMM-based threshold
model to overcome the weakness of the filler model [22].
Their threshold model is constructed by completely connecting states obtained from all gesture pattern HMMs.
Although they reduced the number of states in the threshold model from 44 to 24 based on the relative entropy, the
remaining number of states is still large and pattern
discrimination is computationally expensive.
In this paper, we propose the augmentation of the CRF
model by adding one additional label to overcome the
weakness of the fixed threshold method (see Fig. 3b). A CRF
is initially constructed without a label for nonsign patterns.
Then, a CRF threshold model (T-CRF) is constructed by
adding a label for nonsign patterns using the weights of
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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Fig. 1. An example of sign language spotting: Sign language spotting is
the task of detecting the start and end points of signs in an input stream
and recognizing detected signs in a predefined vocabulary.

state and transition feature functions of the original CRF.
Therefore, the proposed CRF threshold model does not
need nonsign patterns for training the model.
The previously mentioned models are useful for representing information about the overall hand trajectory of a
sign. However, there are ambiguities among signs that
exhibit similar overall hand movement and differ only in
hand shape. The motion trajectories of some signs are very
similar and this can lead to ambiguities in sign language
spotting [17]. The hand shape can provide an important cue
for verification of detected signs [1], [17]. Hand shapes at
the start and end of a sign are called local features of the
hand [33]. In our system, an appearance-based sign
verification method is used to deal with hand shape [1].
To further improve spotting accuracy, a short-sign
detector and a subsign reasoning method [2] are incorporated into our framework. The short-sign detector handles
those signs that tend to have slower than the average

Fig. 3. The basic idea of the proposed threshold model for CRFs. N-S
means a nonsign pattern (which includes out-of-vocabulary signs,
epentheses, and other movements that do not correspond to signs).
(a) Using a fixed threshold. (b) Using an adaptive threshold.

Fig. 2. Graphical representations of HMMs and CRFs. Yi is a label, m is
the number of labels, si;j is a state of HMM for label Yi , xj is an
observation of input sequence x at position j, yj is a label of input
sequence x at position j, yj 2 fY1 ; . . . ; Ym g, and n is the length of
observation sequence x [28]. (a) Structure of HMMs. (b) Structure of
CRFs.

performance time. In our experiments, if the performance
time for a specific sign is slower than the average
performance time, the sign is classified as a short sign. It
is more difficult to spot short signs than long signs because
short signs have fewer samples than long signs. In our
formulation, the weights of CRF self-transition feature
functions of short signs are increased in order to enable
accurate spotting of short signs.
Finally, following [2], a subsign reasoning method is
employed to avoid premature detection of a sign that shares
movements with other signs. For instance, a simple stroke
sign may appear alone or as a part of a sequence of motions
that form a single, more complex sign. In [2], a subgesture
reasoning method was proposed for use in dynamic time
warping (DTW). In our work, we adapt this subgesture
reasoning method to a two-layer CRF architecture.
Fig. 4 shows a block diagram of the proposed sign
language spotting method. A hand and face detector
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Fig. 4. Overview of the proposed sign language spotting method.

constitutes the preprocessing stage. A set of feature vectors
is extracted according to the face position. Then, the
sequence of feature vectors is analyzed in a sign language
spotting algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
reviews related work, which is separated into two categories, pattern spotting and sign language recognition.
Section 3 briefly reviews the basic CRF method. Section 4
gives a method for designing a threshold model for CRF.
Section 5 presents a sign language spotting algorithm.
Section 6 presents experimental results and discusses their
implications. Section 7 concludes this paper.

2

RELATED WORK

Pattern spotting is the task of extracting meaningful
segments from input signals and recognizing them in a
predefined set of data [1], [2], [22]. Sign language spotting is
an instance of pattern spotting [1]. There are many pattern
spotting algorithms and applications. The representative
pattern spotting algorithms and sign language systems are
briefly reviewed in this section. For a review of pattern
spotting methods for sequential data, refer to the review
paper by Dietterich [11]. For a comprehensive review of
sign language analysis, refer to the survey paper by Ong
and Ranganath [26].

2.1 Pattern Spotting
Pattern spotting is a very important area of speech
recognition, DNA sequences analysis, and computer vision
research. A pattern spotting algorithm is required in order
to find predefined patterns in the input data.
Template matching-based approaches identify matches
between the input data and a set of predefined templates.
The DTW is a widely used algorithm for computing the
similarity between the input data and a template. The DTW
has been successfully used for speech recognition and hand
gesture spotting [1], [3], [18].
The HMM is a widely used model for spotting patterns
with spatiotemporal variability. This has been successfully
applied in several sign language recognition systems, e.g.,
[14], [32], [35]. HMMs comprise a set of states S, a set of
observations O, and two conditional probability distributions; one is the state transition probability and the other is the
observation probability. The state transition probability is the
probability of passing from state s0 to state s, P ðsjs0 Þ for s,
s0 2 S, the observation probability is P ðojsÞ for o 2 O, and the
set of initial state probabilities is P0 ðsÞ [21], [23], [29].
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McCallum et al. proposed maximum entropy Markov
models (MEMMs), which use a directed graphical model
[23]. MEMMs combine transition and observation probabilities of HMMs into a single probability P ðsjs0 ; oÞ. The
current observation dependency differs between HMMs
and MEMMs. The current observation in HMMs only
depends on the current state, but the current observation in
MEMMs depends on the current and previous states [23].
MEMMs suffer from the label bias problem. This is due to
the fact that MEMMs are locally normalized. Lafferty et al.
proposed CRFs, which use an undirected graphical model to
overcome the weakness of MEMMs [21]. The difference
between CRFs and MEMMs is that MEMMs use per-state
exponential models for conditional probabilities of the next
state given the current state, whereas CRFs use a single model
for the joint probability of the sequence of labels given the
observation sequence. Thus, there are trade-offs in the
weights of each feature function, for each state [21].
Hidden CRFs (HCRFs) are an extension of CRFs that
include hidden variables [15], [28], [34]. HCRFs automatically model the local interconnection between parts. HCRFs
enable the sharing of information between labels with
hidden variables. Therefore, HCRFs cannot model dynamics between labels. HCRFs can estimate a class given
a segmented sequence [28].
Morcency et al. proposed latent-dynamic hidden CRFs
(LDCRFs) [24]. LDCRFs are a framework for detecting and
recognizing sequential data, which can model the substructure of a label and learn dynamics between labels [24].
Therefore, LDCRFs can detect and recognize labels from
unsegmented data.

2.2 Sign Language Spotting and Recognition
Automatic sign language recognition systems can be
classified into two approaches according to data acquisition
method, data acquired via direct-measurement devices
(device-based) or via cameras (vision-based) [26]. Sign
language recognition can also be separated into two classes
according to test data, a continuous gesture data set or an
isolated gesture data set. Many previous approaches
focused on isolated sign language recognition because
isolated sign language recognition is easier than continuous
sign language recognition [1].
2.2.1 Device-Based Approaches
The hand shape and motion are extracted easily using
direct-measurement devices such as data gloves and
position trackers. Thus, device-based approaches are generally more accurate and can recognize a wider vocabulary
than vision-based approaches.
Braffort proposed a French Sign Language recognition
system using HMMs [7]. A data glove was used to obtain
hand appearance and position. Features of hands are
extracted from their appearance and position. Signs are
separated into conventional signs, nonconventional signs,
and variable signs. Two classifiers were used to recognize
signs; one was used to recognize conventional signs and the
other was used to recognize nonconventional signs and
variable signs. The system achieved a recognition rate of
96 percent with a vocabulary of seven signs. The experiments were performed with a continuous gesture data set.
Gao et al. proposed a Chinese Sign Language recognition
system, which was based on a dynamic programming
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method [14]. The system used two data gloves and three
position trackers to extract the hand appearance and
position. The DTW method was used to match an input
data and templates of movement epentheses. The system
could recognize 5,113 signs and achieved a recognition rate
of 90.8 percent with 1,500 sentences. The experiments were
performed with a continuous data set. It was assumed that
movement epentheses between two signs are always similar
in different sentences. However, movement epentheses
between two signs vary in real-world applications.
Vogler and Metaxas described an American Sign
Language (ASL) recognition system based on HMMs [35].
Three video cameras were used. An electromagnetic
tracking system was used to extract 3D parameters of the
signer’s arm and hand. Two experiments were performed,
both with 99 test sentences and a vocabulary of 22 signs.
The system achieved a recognition rate of 94.5 percent for
single signs. It achieved a recognition rate of 84.5 percent
for complete sentences. The experiments were performed
with a continuous data set.

2.2.2 Vision-Based Approaches
Vision-based sign language recognition approaches need
hand detection and tracking algorithms to extract hand
locations. Color, motion, or edge information is generally
used to detect hands from input data. Vision-based approaches have limitations according to imaging conditions
such as background, illumination, clothing, and so on [1].
Starner et al. presented an ASL recognition system based
on HMMs [32]. The experiments involved two systems
using 40 signs. The first system observed the signer using a
camera mounted on a desk and achieved 92 percent
accuracy. The second system observed the signer using a
camera mounted on a cap worn by the signer and achieved
98 percent accuracy. Their experiments were performed
with a continuous data set. Only hand motion features were
used; hand shapes to disambiguate signs with similar hand
motions were not used.
Bauer and Kraiss proposed a German Sign Language
recognition system based on HMMs in which the signer
wore simple colored gloves to obtain data [5]. Subunit
HMMs were used to model signs. Two experiments were
performed. In the first experiment, a 92.5 percent recognition rate was achieved for 100 signs. In the second
experiment, subunit HMMs used in the first experiment
also performed the sign language spotting task, without
retraining for 50 new signs. A recognition rate of 81.0 percent was achieved with an isolated data set.
Holden et al. proposed an Australian Sign Language
recognition system based on HMMs [16]. The system
extracted the angle between two hands with respect to the
head, their directions of movement, roundedness, and size
ratio. A 97 percent recognition rate at the sentence level and
99 percent at the word level were achieved. The experiments were performed with a continuous data set.
Bowden et al. developed a British Sign Language
recognition system based on Markov chains combined with
independent component analysis [6]. The system extracted
a feature set describing the location, motion, and shape of
hands. A recognition rate of 97 percent was achieved with
43 signs.
Yang et al. proposed an ASL recognition system based
on a time-delay neural network [41]. The system used
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motion information to extract hand positions. The recognition rate was 96.2 percent with 40 signs. The experiments
were performed with an isolated data set.
Yang and Sarkar proposed an ASL spotting method
based on CRFs [42]. The system used motion information as
features and the Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi method to track the
motion of salient corner points. The system extracted key
frames from sentences in the training data. Then, the system
labeled each key frame with a coarticulation pattern or sign
pattern. The spotting rate was 85 percent with 39 signs,
articulated in 25 different sentences.
Yang et al. proposed an ASL recognition method based
on an enhanced Level Building algorithm [43]. An enhanced
classical Level Building algorithm was used, based on a
dynamic programming approach to spot signs without
explicit coarticulation models. The recognition rate was
83 percent with 39 signs, articulated in 25 different
sentences. This research only considered hand motion. It
did not consider hand shape for recognizing signs.
Nayak et al. proposed an ASL recognition method
based on a continuous state space model [25]. They used
an unsupervised approach to extract and learn models for
continuous basic units of signs, which are called signemes, from continuous sentences. They automatically
extracted a signeme model given a set of sentences with
one common sign.
As mentioned in Section 1, one HMM is constructed per
label. Therefore, HMMs assume that all the observations are
independent. In CRFs, one model is constructed for all
labels. Therefore, CRFs assume that every observation is
related for all labels. Thus, there is a trade-off in the number
of occurrences of a feature value for each label.
Few researchers have addressed the problem of nonsign
patterns (which include out-of-vocabulary signs, epentheses, and other movements that do not correspond to signs)
for sign language spotting [14], [32], [42], [43]. This is
because it is difficult to model nonsign patterns. As
mentioned previously, Gao et al. assumed that movements
between two signs are always similar in different sentences
[14]. Yang and Sarkar extracted key frames for training
coarticulatory movements from sentences consisting of invocabulary signs and nonsign patterns [42].
As mentioned in Section 1, hand shape and motion are
important features for recognizing sign language. However,
many previous approaches only used hand motion for
recognizing sign language [14], [43].
In this paper, we propose a CRF threshold model. The
proposed threshold model can distinguish in-vocabulary
signs and nonsign patterns. Nonsign patterns are thereby
modeled by the threshold model without a training set for
nonsign patterns. Also, hand and motion information is
used to spot signs.

3

CONDITIONAL RANDOM FIELDS

CRFs are a framework based on conditional probability
approaches for segmenting and labeling sequential data
[21], [36]. CRFs use a single exponential distribution to
model all labels of given observations. Therefore, there is a
trade-off in the weights of each feature function, for each
state [21]. In our application, each state corresponds to a
sign in a vocabulary.
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3.1 CRF Framework
In CRFs, the probability of label sequence y, given
observation sequence x, is found using a normalized
product of potential functions. Each product of potential
functions is represented by [21], [36]
!
X
X
v tv ðyi1 ; yi ; x; iÞ þ
m sm ðyi ; x; iÞ ;
ð1Þ
exp
v

m

where tv ðyi1 ; yi ; x; iÞ is a transition feature function of
observation sequence x at positions i and i  1, sm ðyi ; x; iÞ is
a state feature function of observation sequence x at
position i, yi1 and yi are labels of observation sequence x
at positions i and i  1, and v and m are weights of
transition and state feature functions, respectively.
A state feature function indicates whether a feature value
is observed at a particular label or not. The state feature
function is defined by

bðx; iÞ; if yi ¼ Ya ;
ð2Þ
sm ðyi ; x; iÞ ¼
0;
otherwise;
where Ya is a label of a CRF, yi is a label of observation
sequence x at position i, and bðx; iÞ is defined by
8
< 1; if the feature value of observation
bðx; iÞ ¼
sequence x at position i is r;
ð3Þ
:
0; otherwise;
where r is a feature value.
A transition feature function indicates whether a feature
value is observed between two states or not. The transition
feature function is defined by

bðx; iÞ; if yi1 ¼ Ya and yi ¼ Yb ;
ð4Þ
tv ðyi1 ; yi ; x; iÞ ¼
0;
otherwise;
where Ya and Yb are labels of a CRF and yi1 and yi are
labels of observation sequence x at positions i and i  1,
respectively.
From (1), the probability of label sequence y, given
observation sequence x, is calculated by
!
n
X
1
exp
F ðyi1 ; yi ; x; iÞ ;
ð5Þ
p ðyjxÞ ¼
Z ðxÞ
i¼1
where parameter  ¼ ð1 ; 2 ; . . . ; NT ; 1 ; 2 ; . . . ; NS Þ, NT is
the number of transition feature functions, NS is the number
of state feature functions, n is the length of observation
sequence x,
X
X
v tv ðyi1 ; yi ; x; iÞ þ
m sm ðyi ; x; iÞ;
F ðyi1 ; yi ; x; iÞ ¼
v

m

and Z ðxÞ is the normalization factor
Z ðxÞ ¼

X
y

exp

n
X

!
F ðyi1 ; yi ; x; iÞ :

ð6Þ

i¼1

3.2 Learning CRF Parameter
CRF parameter learning is based on the principle of
maximum entropy. Maximum likelihood training selects
parameters that maximize the log-likelihood of the training
data. The log-likelihood for a CRF is

LðÞ ¼

T
X
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log p ðyt jxt Þ

t¼1

¼

T
n
X
X
t¼1

!
t

ð7Þ

t

F ðyi1 ; yi ; x ; iÞ  log Z ðx Þ ;

i¼1

where T is the number of training sequences, xt is an
observation sequence of the training set, and yt is the
corresponding label sequence for observation sequence xt .
There is no closed form solution to (7). Instead, a solution
is found via iterative techniques [21], [36]. Likelihood
maximization is performed using a gradient-based method,
where


T
n
X
@F yti1 ; yti ; xt ; i
@LðÞ X
¼
@
@
t¼1
i¼1
!
ð8Þ
n
X
X
@F ðyi1 ; yi ; xt ; iÞ
t
:
p ðyjx Þ

@
x
i¼1

3.3 Matching CRF
The probability p ðyjxÞ of label sequence y, given observation sequence x, is computed using matrices [36]. Two
dummy states, start y0 and stop ynþ1 , are added [21], [31],
[36]. A set of n þ 1 matrices fMi ðxÞji ¼ 1; . . . ; n þ 1g is
computed. Each Mi ðxÞ is an jS  Sj matrix with elements of
the form [31], [36]
Mi ðy0 ; yjxÞ ¼ expðF ðy0 ; y; x; iÞÞ;

ð9Þ

where S ¼ fY1 ; . . . ; Yl g is a set of labels of the training data,
Yi is a label of the training data, l is the number of labels,
and y and y0 are labels of S at time i.
The probability p ðyjxÞ of label sequence y, given
observation sequence x, is computed via the product of
n þ 1 matrices
Qnþ1
Mi ðyi1 ; yi jxÞ
:
ð10Þ
p ðyjxÞ ¼ i¼1
Z ðxÞ
The normalization factor ZðxÞ for observation sequence
x is computed from the set of Mi ðxÞ matrices [31], [36]. The
normalization factor ZðxÞ is computed via the product of all
matrices:
!
nþ1
Y
Mi ðxÞ
:
ð11Þ
Z ðxÞ ¼
i¼1

start; stop

Algorithm 1 gives the method for matching an input
with a CRF model.
Algorithm 1 CRF matching algorithm
input An observation sequence x with length Ol
output The probability p ðyjxÞ of the label sequence y
given the observation sequence x
1: for i ¼ 1 to Ol do
2: for j ¼ 1 to l do
3:
for k ¼ 1 to l do
4:
Mi ðyj ; yk Þ ¼ exp F ðyj ; yk ; x; iÞ {Calculate potential
functions}
5:
end for
6: end for
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7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

4

Z ¼ Z  Mi {Calculate normalization factor ZðxÞ for
the observation sequence x}
end for
for i ¼ 1 to Ol do
Unnormalized p ¼ Mi ðyi1 ; yi jxÞ
end for
p ðyjxÞ ¼ Z1  Unnormalized p {Calculate the
probability of the label sequence y given the
observation sequence x}

THRESHOLD MODEL WITH CONDITIONAL RANDOM
FIELDS

Many existing sign detection methods employ a fixed
threshold that best discriminates in-vocabulary signs and
nonsign patterns (which include out-of-vocabulary signs,
epentheses, and other movements that do not correspond to
signs) [32], [43]. However, it is difficult to select a fixed
threshold that is effective for all labels. To address this
problem, we propose the following approach.
In our formulation, a CRF is initially constructed using
the method described in Section 3 without a label for
nonsign patterns. Then, a threshold model with CRF
(T-CRF) is constructed by adding the label for nonsign
patterns G in the original CRF using the weights of state
and transition feature functions of the original CRF.
Therefore, labels of the T-CRF are ST ¼ fY1 ; . . . ; Yl ; Gg,
where l is the number of labels of the CRF and G is the label
for nonsign patterns, as described below.

4.1 Weight of State Feature Function
As mentioned in Section 3, a CRF uses a single model for
the joint probability of the sequence. Therefore, there is a
trade-off between the weights of each feature function, for
each state [21]. In a CRF, the weights of a state feature
function are distributed over several labels when its
variance is small, whereas the weights of a state feature
function are concentrated at specific labels when its
variance is large. By assigning the weight of a state feature
function of the label for nonsign patterns G according to the
variance of weights of the feature functions, the threshold
model with CRF can correctly spot in-vocabulary signs and
nonsign patterns.
Dugad et al. proposed a threshold model based on the
standard deviation and mean of samples [19]. The weight of
a state feature function of the label for nonsign patterns G is
calculated by applying Dugad et al.’s method:
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð12Þ
m ðGÞ ¼ m þ Td m ;
Pl
m ðYk Þ
and m is the variance of weights of
where m ¼ k¼1 l
the mth feature function.
We compute the best Td for maximizing the overall
recognition rate with the training set (determined by
experiment in our system, Td ¼ 1:8).
4.2 Weight of Transition Feature Function
A CRF is dominated by the label with the maximum weight
in feature functions. In sign language sentences, frequencies
of nonsign patterns are larger than those of in-vocabulary
signs. Therefore, the weights for feature functions of the
label for nonsign patterns G should be higher than those of
the other labels (signs).
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The weight of the self-transition feature function of the
label for nonsign patterns G is calculated by
Sff
v ðG; GÞ ¼ argmax v ðYk ; Yk Þ þ  ;
Nff
k¼1;...;l

ð13Þ

S

where Nff is the weight of a self-transition feature function
ff
of the label for nonsign patterns G, v is the transition
feature function weight, Nff is the average number of
features in which the weight is larger than 0, and C ¼
Pl PNs
m¼1 m ðYk Þ is the sum of all state feature function
k¼1
weights.
Lee and Kim [22] and Yang et al. [39] proposed simple
methods to design a threshold model based on HMMs. The
transition probability between states of the threshold model is
assigned as 1=n, where n is the number of states of the
threshold model. In our CRF model, a similar method is
applied for calculating weights of transition feature functions
between the label for nonsign patterns and the other labels.
In an observation sequence of signs, if the label of the
current frame of the observation sequence is a specific sign,
then the label of the next frame is a sign or a nonsign
pattern. Only one frame is used as a transition frame from a
specific sign to another sign or a nonsign pattern. Therefore,
weights of transition feature functions from the other labels
to the label for nonsign patterns G are assigned by
8k2f1;...;lg v ðYk ; GÞ ¼

v ðYk ; Yk Þ
:
l

ð14Þ

Nonsign patterns can be observed at any time and they
can undergo a transition to a specific sign or a nonsign
pattern. Therefore, weights of transition feature functions
from the label for nonsign patterns G to the other labels are
assigned by
8k2f1;...;lg v ðG; Yk Þ ¼

v ðG; GÞ
:
l

ð15Þ

4.3 Spotting with Threshold Model
The Viterbi algorithm is used to spot signs in a given
observation sequence. Given an observation sequence x ¼
x1 ; x2 ; . . . ; xn and likelihood p ðyjxÞ, the best state sequence
y ¼ y1 ; y2 ; . . . ; yn is found by
t ðiÞ ¼

max

y1 ;y2 ;...;yt1

p ½y1 ; y2 ; . . . ; yt ¼ ijx1 ; x2 ; . . . ; xt ;

ð16Þ

where yi 2 fY1 ; . . . ; Yl ; Gg.
Equation (16) accounts for the first t observations of the
input data. The end state is yi . From (5) and (16), we can
discover the general induction
tþ1 ðiÞ ¼ max½t ðiÞF ðyi1 ; yi ; x; iÞ:
i

ð17Þ

The start and end points of the sign are obtained by
keeping the best state calculated by (17) to the current
state, e.g.,
t ðiÞ

¼ argmax½t ðjÞ:

ð18Þ

1jn

If we examine the time evolution of the likelihood at each
level, the level for nonsign patterns usually has the best
score. As a forward pass gets close to the end of a sign, the
probability of the sign falls below those of the other levels.
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As shown in Fig. 10, the probability of the sign “AND” is
initially lower than that of the N-S (nonsign pattern). After
25 frames, however, the probability of the sign “AND”
becomes greater. After 46 frames, the probability of the sign
“AND” nearly becomes zero and there is a nonsign pattern.
The candidate end points of the sign “AND” are between
frames 47 and 175. As mentioned in [22], end-point
detection is the process of selecting the best point to
distinguish each sign. Detection criteria are defined as
follows:
.

.

If the subsequent sign is a nonsign pattern, then the
start point of the current nonsign pattern is
determined as the end point of the previous sign.
If the subsequent sign is a sign, then there are two
cases:

If the previous sign is a part of the current sign
(see Section 5.4), then the previous sign is
considered as a part of the current sign.
If the previous sign and current sign are
different, then the start frame of the current
sign is determined as the end point of the
previous sign. A delayed response is observed
in this case.
Algorithm 2 gives the method for detecting the start and
end points of signs.
-

Algorithm 2 End-point detection algorithm
input The probability of the threshold model with CRF
T CRF , an observation sequence y with length Ol
output The start and end points of signs
1: for i ¼ 1 to Ol do
2: Current Sign ¼ max T CRF ðiÞ {Select the sign with
maximum probability}
3: if Is NonsignðCurrent SignÞ {Check whether the
current sign is a nonsign pattern or not} then
4:
if Stack:sizeðÞ ¼ 1 then
5:
Spotted Sign ¼ Stack:popðÞ
6:
Start P oint ¼ BacktrackingðSpotted SignÞ
7:
End P oint ¼ i {Spot a sign}
8:
else
9:
if Is SubSignðStackÞ then
10:
while !Is EmptyðStackÞ do
11:
Spotted Sign ¼ Stack:popðÞ {Ignore subsigns}
12:
end while
13:
Start P oint ¼ BacktrackingðSpotted SignÞ
14:
End P oint ¼ i {Spot a sign considering subsign
reasoning}
15:
else
16:
while !Is EmptyðStackÞ do
17:
Spotted Sign ¼ Stack:popðÞ
18:
Start P oint ¼ BacktrackingðSpotted SignÞ
19:
End P oint ¼ Spotted Sign:End {Spot signs}
20:
end while
21:
end if
22:
end if
23: else if Current Sign! ¼ P revious Sign then
24:
Sign:End ¼ i
25:
Sign:Label ¼ Current Sign
26:
Stack:pushðSignÞ {Push a sign on the stack}

Fig. 5. Flowchart of the proposed sign language spotting method.

27:

end if
P revious Sign ¼ Current Sign
28: end for
The most likely state sequence for a sign in the input
sequence is identified by backtracking of the Viterbi path by
following the chain of back pointers t ðÞ. The threshold
model with CRF can distinguish in-vocabulary signs and
nonsign patterns by selecting the label with the maximum
probability.

5

SIGN LANGUAGE SPOTTING SYSTEM

In order to spot signs from continuous data, a two-layer
CRF architecture is applied with a subsign reasoning
method, a short-sign detector, and an appearance-based
shape verification method. Fig. 5 shows the flowchart of the
proposed ASL spotting system.
In the first layer, in-vocabulary signs and nonsign
patterns are discriminated by a threshold model with
CRF. Spotted signs in the first layer are temporarily saved.
Subsequent to detecting a sign sequence, the second layer
CRF is applied to find subsign patterns. Subsign patterns
within signs are modeled with a CRF. Table 3 shows sample
data for training the second layer CRF. The input sequence
of the second layer CRF includes more than one sign. The
results of the second layer CRF are used to find the
candidate label with the maximum probability. Finally, the
appearance-based sign verification method is performed for
the selected candidate sign.

5.1 Hand Detection and Tracking
Color and motion information are used to detect hand
regions. A face detector [38] is used to detect the signer’s
face. The skin region is detected via a simple color threshold
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TABLE 1
Two Motion-Based and Four Location-Based Features

method. A pixel is classified as skin if its H and S color
values are within the standard deviation of the mean skin
color value in HSV space. A frame differencing method is
used to detect hand motion. The detected skin color regions
and motion regions are then multiplied together.
An appearance-based hand tracking algorithm is used to
track the hand region [40]. If the hand detector successfully
extracts the hand region, then the hand appearance is stored
as a template. The template is used if the detected hand
region is much larger than the hand region detected in the
previous frame or the hand detector fails to detect the hand
region. Given a template R containing the hand region
detected in the previous frame, the best match is determined in the current frame by performing correlation
matching. In order to evaluate displacement dx ; dy for the
new hand region, the sum of differences in absolute
intensity between pixels in region R and corresponding
pixels x þ dx ; y þ dy in the current frame is calculated by
X

It1 ðx; yÞ  It ðx þ dx ; y þ dy Þ;
Dðdx ; dy Þ ¼
ð19Þ
R

where It is an intensity image at time t and It ðx; yÞ is the
intensity value at position x; y in the image It .
All offsets dx ; dy are calculated. The position of the best
match dbx ; dby is given by
dbx ; dby ¼ min Dðdx ; dy Þ:
dx ;dy

ð20Þ

5.2

Motion-Based and Location-Based Sign
Language Spotting
Given hand and face regions detected in a frame, six
features are extracted as shown in Table 1. A CRF is
constructed using six features.
The feature PLH is extracted by clustering a feature
vector fF LH ; dF LH g into an index, where F LH is the angle
between the center of the face and the center of the left
hand, and dF LH is the distance between the center of the
face and the center of the left hand (see Fig. 6a). Clustering
of the set of feature vectors fF LH ; dF LH g is found via an
EM-based Gaussian mixture model (GMM). We determined
via experiments that the optimum number of clusters for
each hand is in the range of 30-36.
The hand symmetry is calculated by

1; jdHL  dHR j < Th and dV < Tv ;
ST H ¼
ð21Þ
0; otherwise;
where dHL and dHR are the horizontal distances between the
center of the face and the centers of the left and right hands,
respectively. dV is the vertical distance between the centers

Fig. 6. (a) Representation of hand position and (b) symmetry of hands.

of the hands and Th and Tv are distance thresholds for the
horizontal and vertical differences between the hands,
respectively (see Fig. 6b). We determined in our experiments that the most effective thresholds are approximately
10 and 12, using adult signers at an image resolution of
320  240 pixels.
The hand occlusion is determined by calculating the ratio
of the overlapped region of two hands
(


o Ro
;
1; min R
Hl Hr > To ;
ð22Þ
O¼
0; otherwise;
where Hl is the left hand region, Hr is the right hand region,
Ro is the overlapped region between two hands, and To is
the threshold for the hand occlusion (determined by
experiment, To ¼ 0:3).
The directional codewords CLH ; CRH are set to one of
eight direction codewords or a dummy codeword. The
dummy codeword represents the case where there is
negligible movement between two positions [22].
Initially, a CRF is trained using six features shown in
Table 1. Then, a threshold model with CRF is constructed
using the weights of state and transition feature functions of
the CRF by augmenting the CRF with one additional label
that can play the role of an adaptive threshold as described
in Section 4. Two threshold models with CRF are constructed to spot signs using hand movements, one for onehanded signs and the other for two-handed signs as shown
in Fig. 5. The start and end points of all signs are obtained
by backtracking of the Viterbi path subsequent to a forward
pass, as described in Section 3.

5.3 Short-Sign Detector
It is more difficult to spot short signs than long signs
because short signs have fewer samples than long signs. To
overcome this problem, the weights of self-transition
feature functions for short signs are increased:
v ðYk ; Yk Þ

v ðYk ; Yk Þ þ wv ðYk Þ;
¼
v ðYk ; Yk Þ;

if NF Rv ðYk Þ < ðNF R NF R Þ
otherwise;
ð23Þ

where NF R is the average performance time, NF R is the
variance of performance time, NF R v ðYk Þ is the average
performance time at label Yk , and wv ðYk Þ is the weight of
label Yk , i.e.,
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TABLE 2
Short and Long Signs Detected in the Vocabulary

Fig. 7. Temporal evolution of probabilities of signs including subsign
patterns; the vertical dashed line marks the ground truth of sign
“DECIDE.”

wv ðYk Þ ¼

F R  N Þ  NF R ðYk Þ
ðN
FR
v
:
argmaxk¼1;...;l NF Rv ðYk Þ

ð24Þ

Table 2 shows short signs detected in the training data
set shown in Table 5. The average performance time of all
signs is 25 frames captured at a rate of 30 frames/s.

5.4 Subsign Reasoning
Some signs appear as parts of other signs. A two-layer CRF
architecture is applied to deal with this problem. The first
layer uses a threshold model with CRF. The second layer
uses a CRF. In the first layer, the threshold model with CRF
discriminates in-vocabulary signs and nonsign patterns.
Then, in the second layer, subsign patterns are recognized
in the spotted sign sequence by the first layer.
To find shared patterns among signs, only the first layer
CRF is applied to training sequences. An error in the middle
of a sign implies that the sign has been confused with
another sign in the vocabulary or an improper temporal
boundary has been detected. Errors such as the confusion
between signs are due to the problem of shared patterns
among signs [1]. Fig. 7 shows the problem of shared
patterns among signs in the sign language spotting
algorithm. As shown in Fig. 7, part of the sign “DECIDE”
is confused with the sign “HERE” in the region of the
ground truth.
The second layer CRF models such subsign patterns. An
input observation of the second layer CRF x0 is a sequence
of distinct signs, which is discriminated by the first layer
CRF. For example, in Fig. 7, the input observations of the
second layer CRF are “DECIDE” and “HERE.” Table 3
shows the extracted subsign patterns. The second layer CRF
is trained using the data in Table 3. Subsequent to training
the second layer CRF, signs are selected with a normalized
probability of the input sequence.

5.5 Appearance-Based Sign Verification
The main goal of the appearance-based sign verification
method is to decide whether or not to accept a sign spotted
via motion-based and location-based sign spotting methods. This helps to disambiguate signs that may have similar
overall hand motions but different hand shapes.
One SVM per hand shape class is constructed in
precomputation, for use in the online verification step. In
our method, only the hand shape at the start of the sign is
verified. For one-handed signs, only the dominant hand’s
shape is verified. For two-handed signs, both the dominant
and nondominant hands’ shapes are verified.
The appearance-based sign verification classifier is
trained with a set of images of a particular hand shape
(positive samples) and a set of arbitrary images extracted
from the background and other hands (negative samples)
[1]. Hand shapes were generated via POSER [27]. Table 4
shows examples of hand shapes. Histograms of gradient
features are extracted for training SVM from training
examples [10].
The hand appearance is verified over a period of several
frames. Then, voting over ta frames is used to decide
whether to accept or reject the sign. If voting result v is
larger than threshold Ts (determined by experiment,
Ts ¼ 3), then the candidate sign is determined to be a sign
to be labeled. The start and end points of the sign are
TABLE 3
Examples of Subsign Patterns Extracted in the Training Data
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TABLE 4
Examples of Hand Shapes for Sign Language Spotting:
Categories of Hand Shapes Are Described in [1], [4]

determined by the motion-based sign spotting algorithm.
The voting value is calculated by
v¼

tþt
a =2
X

C g ðyi ; Li Þ;

ð25Þ

i¼tta =2

where t is the current frame, ta is window size (determined
by experiment, ta ¼ 10), and C g ðyi ; Li Þ is

1; yi ¼ Li
ð26Þ
C g ðyi ; Li Þ ¼
0; otherwise;
where yi is the label of the observation spotted by the twolayer CRF at position i and Li is the SVM classification
result at position i.

6

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

AND

ANALYSIS

6.1 Experimental Environments
The threshold model with CRF formulation is implemented
as described in Section 4 by extending the software in [20].
The hand shape verification algorithm is constructed using
LIBSVM [8]. Each detected hand region is normalized to a
size of 40  40 pixels.
For training the threshold model with CRFs and SVMs,
10 sequences for each sign in the 48-sign lexicon were
collected. The signer wore colored gloves during collection
of the training data; a green glove on the left hand and a
purple glove on the right hand. The signer did not wear
colored gloves in the test sequences. The start and end
points of the ASL signs were labeled manually in the
training data and also for the ground truth used for
measuring the performance of the proposed method. We
captured the video at a rate of 60 frames/s. The original
image size was 640  480 pixels, which was down sampled
to 320  240 pixels for the experiments. The ASL data set
was captured in a studio environment [1].
A native signer performed 48 signs. Each sign was
performed 10 times. Eighteen of 48 signs were one-handed
signs and 30 of 48 signs were two-handed signs, as shown
in Table 5. Fig. 8 shows six examples of signs used in the
experiments. We segmented nonsign patterns in the
training data sequences to compare the performance of a
conventional CRF in which one class label is a nonsign
pattern with the proposed method. As mentioned in
Section 1, it is difficult to obtain a representative set of
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TABLE 5
Forty-Eight ASL Signs Used in the Experiments

nonsign patterns for training CRFs because motions of
nonsign patterns in the training data and test data have
large variation. Thus, the labels for nonsign patterns are not
correctly modeled to reflect features of the nonsign patterns.
We used 522 motion segments for training nonsign patterns.
To measure the accuracy of the proposed method, the
word error rate was used [9], [32], [35]. In general, most
spotting tasks involve three types of errors; substitution
errors, insertion errors, and deletion errors. An insertion
error occurs when the spotter reports a nonexistent sign. A
deletion error occurs when the spotter fails to spot a sign
existing in an input sequence. A substitution error occurs
when an input sign is incorrectly classified [1], [9], [39]. The
sign error rate (SER) is calculated by
SER ¼

SþI þD
 100;
N

ð27Þ

where N is the number of test signs, S is the number of
substitution errors, I is the number of insertion errors, and
D is the number of deletion errors.
The correct spotting rate is calculated by
R¼

C
 100;
N

ð28Þ

where C is the number of correct spottings. The correct
spotting, cs , is defined as

True; if ðS þ EÞ < 10
ð29Þ
cs ¼
False; otherwise;
where S ¼ jgs  ss j and E ¼ jge  se j. ss and se are the
start and end frame numbers of the spotted sign,
respectively, and gs and ge are the start and end frame
numbers of the ground truth of the spotted sign, respectively [25].

Fig. 8. Six examples of ASL signs; S means start and E means end.
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TABLE 6
ASL Spotting Results with Continuous Data

6.2 Sign Language Spotting with Continuous Data
A DTW, an HMM, a CRF, an LDCRF [24], a T-CRF, and a
Two-layer CRF were implemented and compared in an ASL
sign spotting application. A continuous DTW was used. A
discrete HMM with five states was constructed for each
sign. For HMMs and CRFs, a fixed threshold that
maximizes the correct spotting rate was selected.
As shown in Table 6, the appearance-based sign
verification algorithm decreased insertion and substitution
errors. However, it slightly increased deletion errors. As a
result, SERs of both the CRF and T-CRF decreased. The
short-sign detector increased correct spottings and decreased deletion errors. However, it increased insertion
errors. Therefore, both correct spotting rate and SER were
increased. However, the increase of SER due to the shortsign detector was compensated for using appearance-based
sign verification and subsign reasoning algorithms as
shown in the result of the Two-layer CRFa;s model. The
correct spotting rate of the T-CRF is higher than that of the
CRFg and the correct spotting rate of the Two-layer CRFa;s
is slightly higher than that of the LDCRF. The SER of the
LDCRF is slightly higher than that of the Two-layer CRFa;s .
This implies that the LDCRF has more errors than the Twolayer CRFa;s for distinguishing in-vocabulary signs and
nonsign patterns. See the website http://image.korea.
ac.kr/SignLanguageSpotting/ for more detailed experimental video clips.
Fig. 9 shows examples of spotted signs. The spotting
result for the sign “MANY” reveals some nonsign patterns

Fig. 9. Six examples of spotted ASL signs; S means start and E means
end.

Fig. 10. Temporal evolution of probabilities of signs; circles mark the
point from which the probability of a nonsign pattern is higher than those
of signs.

at the end of the sign compared with the ground truth of the
sign “MANY,” as shown in Fig. 8. The direction of
movement shown in frames spotted as parts of the sign
“MANY” and the hand direction of the sign “MANY” are
similar as shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Thus, some nonsign
patterns are spotted as parts of the sign “MANY.”
Fig. 10 shows a sign spotting result for a sign sequence
that contains two in-vocabulary signs and nonsign patterns.
The Two-layer CRFa;s was used. The time evolutions of
probabilities for in-vocabulary signs and nonsign patterns
are illustrated by curves. The label for nonsign patterns has
the greatest probability during the first 25 frames. Then, it is
followed by the sign “AND.” After 46 frames, the
probability of the sign “AND” nearly becomes zero and
there is a nonsign pattern. After 175 frames, the probability
of the sign “ARRIVE” is increased. The start and the end
points of in-vocabulary signs and nonsign patterns were
obtained by backtracking of the Viterbi path, subsequent to
a forward pass as described in Section 3.
Table 7 shows sign language spotting results with the
short-sign detector and without the short-sign detector. As
mentioned previously, the short-sign detector increased
correct spottings and insertion errors. However, it decreased deletion errors.
Table 8 shows the distribution over labels using different
window sizes, W ¼ 0, 1, and 2. As shown in Table 8, CRFs
with longer range dependencies achieves better results.
Using a large window in CRFs significantly improves
spotting performance.

6.3 Sign Language Recognition with Isolated Data
A classification experiment was performed with isolated
signs. In the isolated sign recognition task with an HMM, a
CRF, an HCRF, an LDCRF, a T-CRF, and a Two-layer CRF,
we used a forward score for each sample to select the model
with the highest likelihood. As shown in Table 9, recognition rates of the Two-layer CRFa;s and the T-CRFa;s are
higher than those of the HCRFa , the CRFa , and the HMMa .
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ASL Spotting Results of Short Signs
with/without the Short-Sign Detector
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TABLE 10
ASL Spotting Results with Utterance Data

Fig. 11. Six examples of spotted ASL signs from utterance data;
S means start and E means end.

TABLE 8
ASL Spotting Results with Different Window Size ðW Þ

TABLE 9
ASL Recognition Results with Isolated Data

As shown in Table 10, recognition rates of the Two-layer
CRFa;s and the T-CRFa;s were higher than that of the CRFa .
The short-sign detector increased correct spottings and
decreased deletion errors. It is difficult to correctly detect
hand regions in utterance data. Thus, the appearance-based
hand verification decreased correct spottings and increased
deletion errors.
Fig. 11 shows six examples of spotted signs in a sentence.
As shown in Figs. 9 and 11, trajectories of hand movements
and the face region differ greatly between training and
utterance data sets.

7

The sign recognition rate of the LDCRFa is slightly higher
than that of the Two-layer CRFa;s . The SER of the Two-layer
CRFa;s is slightly higher than that of the LDCRFa .

6.4 Sign Language Spotting with Utterance Data
In this experiment, we spotted signs in video sequences.
The signs were performed by a native signer without
restrictions. This results in greater difficulty in spotting
signs due to the fast signing and large variation in
appearance and hand positions of signs [1].
A native signer performed 98 sentences. Each sentence
consisted of between three and seven signs. All utterance
data consisted of 13,509 frames at a rate of 30 frames/s.
Signs were presented in 8,665 frames. The total number of
signs is 450; 237 signs were in the vocabulary and 213 signs
were not in the vocabulary. The vocabulary consisted of a
48-sign lexicon. A sign that was not in the vocabulary was
labeled as a nonsign pattern.

CONCLUSIONS

AND

FURTHER RESEARCH

In this paper, a novel method of designing a threshold
model in CRFs has been proposed, which determined an
adaptive threshold for distinguishing between signs in the
vocabulary and nonsign patterns (which include out-ofvocabulary signs, epentheses, and other movements that do
not correspond to signs). The proposed threshold model
with CRF is an excellent mechanism for distinguishing invocabulary signs and nonsign patterns.
Moreover, a short-sign detector, a hand appearancebased sign verification method, and a subsign reasoning
method were included to further improve spotting accuracy. The short-sign detector modeled signs that tend to
have slower than the average performance time. The hand
appearance-based sign verification algorithm reduced
ambiguity among signs that exhibit similar overall hand
movements but differ in hand shape. Finally, the subsign
reasoning method avoided the premature detection of a
sign that is misclassified as part of a long sign.
Experiments demonstrated that our system could detect
signs from continuous data with an 87.0 percent spotting
rate and recognize signs from isolated data with a
93.5 percent recognition rate versus 73.5 percent and
85.4 percent, respectively, for CRFs without a threshold
model, short-sign detection, subsign reasoning, and hand
appearance-based sign verification. This paper demonstrated that the proposed threshold model with CRF can
accurately detect in-vocabulary signs and nonsign patterns
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using an ASL spotting system. Near-term future work
includes extending the proposed threshold model with
CRFs to HCRFs and improving the sign language spotting
performance for the utterance data set.
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